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Due to the unstable security situation in Iraq and
the neighboring countries in 2017, thousands of
civilians were forced to flee their homes and headed
to the Kurdistan Region of Iraq (KRI) to find a safe
haven to begin a new life inside and outside the
camps.
Barzani Charity Foundation (BCF), along with other
international humanitarian actors worked day and
night to assist the internally displaced persons (IDPs)
and refugees. It has been the most active charitable
organization in the country in providing assistance
to IDPs, refugees and the host communities.
The BCF has conducted charity activities in (11)
different sectors in its offices, cities and camps in KRI.
These sectors work parallel to the activities of the
international humanitarian organizations. The BCF’s
mission is to reach out to the IDPs, refugees and the
poor families inside KRI. The foundation delivers its
projects impartially and helps all vulnerable people
regardless of their religion or ethnicity. During
2017, the foundation accomplished (7,036) charity
activities in all its sectors and offices from which
(1,803,058) families, amounting to (10,928,202)
individuals, benefited.
The BCF extends deep gratitude to the KRI
administrative institutions for their significant
cooperation and coordination with the foundation
in conducting its charity activities. Their efforts are
highly valued.
The BCF is planning to accomplish projects of
massive importance through its sectors and in
cooperation with its donors and partners in 2018.
It aims to provide significant service to all walks
of life regardless of their faith and ethnicity. The
foundation has also plans for improvement of its
projects to conform with the global developments
and the humanitarian response to meet the needs
of the vulnerable people more effectively. We will
continue to shoulder the responsibility to assist the
IDPs and refugees and try to provide them with
further support in the following years.

About BCF
Barzani Charity Foundation is a non-governmental, non-political and non-profit organization which was founded
in 2005 in Erbil, the capital city of the Kurdistan Region of Iraq (KRI). (Mr Masrour Barzani) is the head of BCF’s
board of founders and directly oversees the activities of the foundation.
The increasing activities of the BCF in the area of humanitarian response to internally displaced persons (IDPs) and
refugees inside and outside KRI has given great credibility to the BCF in relation to reputable intergovernmental
and international organizations and resulted in increased cooperation and coordination between the BCF and
other humanitarian parties. These factors led to the BCF being granted a Consultative Status at the United Nations
Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) in the organization’s meeting in April 2016.

Barzani Charity Foundation has been named after the legendary Kurdish leader Mustafa Barzani (1903 -1979). The
working philosophy of the foundation is based on a statement by Barzani which says “It is an honor to serve one’s
own people.” Therefore, people or humanity make the center for the BCF’s humanitarian work. For that, where there
is a need for humanitarian assistance, the BCF considers its own responsibility to help, especially where it falls within
its capacity and working sectors.
The BCF’s headquarter is located in Erbil and it has branch offices in Erbil, Duhok, Sulaymaniyah, Kirkuk, Mosul,
Sinjar and Garmiyan. In addition, in cooperation with Erbil Joint Crisis Coordination Centre (EJCC), the BCF
manages (14) camps within Erbil Governorate. The BCF also maintains offices and representatives at all other camps
in the KRI. The foundation has also the official license to operate in the USA.
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BCF Operational Procedure
Barzani Charity Foundation (BCF), like other
international humanitarian organizations, executes
its activities systematically and professionally. BCF
is mandated and operates under the international
laws. The foundation takes the political, social,
psychological, ethnic and religious situation of the
individuals into consideration. This is the key factor
to the success and progress of the BCF, as it has
been witnessed by all the regional and international
organizations operating in the Kurdistan Region of
Iraq.

4
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BCF received the Syrian refugees and Iraqi displaced
people upon their arrival in KRI and provided
them with shelter and assistance in a systematic
manner and in the shortest time by its skilled and
hardworking teams. The BCF teams registered the
IDPs and refugees to provide them with everyday
needs.
The BCF has opened offices in Erbil, Duhok,
Sulaymaniyah, Sinjar, Kirkuk and Garmiyan in
order to deliver the assistance to the IDPs, refugees
and needy people in KRI in the easiest way and in
shortest possible time. These branch offices are of
great importance for the IDPs and refugees settled
in those areas as well as for the humanitarian
organizations to distribute their aid through these
offices.
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Barzani Charity Foundation has always had its
own plans and strategy for its operations in order
to successfully accomplish its charitable duties
in a modern manner with the least problems
and shortcomings and benefit as many people as
possible. The foundation’s teams and volunteers
have many times faced dangers while delivering aid.
They managed to reach out to the affected people
in the city of Van in Turkey and Kobani and Jazira
region in northern Syria. It also opened a mobile
school for the refugees in Serbia.

Our Vision
Barzani Charity Foundation (BCF) has a comprehensive
vision towards all the issues and predicaments facing the
humanity in the region. We endeavor to be at the forefront
of helping humanity on local and regional level by providing
all types of assistance to the IDPs, refugees and the host
community. We exert ultimate efforts to offer best service
to the vulnerable persons affected by conflicts or natural
disasters under the slogan “It‘s an honor for a man to serve
his own people.”
Our Mission
The overall humanitarian efforts we make and the assistance
we provide to the different segments of the society on a daily
basis serve as a philanthropist message, a message of saving
humanity from sufferings and hardships. Meanwhile, it is
message of the culture of giving, coexistence and responding
to humanitarian emergencies. We aim to spread the message
for which the BCF has been founded. Humanity is the
centre of the BCF’s humanitarian work. Therefore, where
there is a need for humanitarian assistance, the BCF takes
the responsibility to help.
Our Ambitions
Apart from the slogan “It’s an honor for a man to serve his
own people,” the BCF has employed the slogan “We strive
to serve humanity.” The BCF works to serve the humanity.
Despite the geographical, political and racial barriers in front
of our humanitarian efforts, we will continue to help the
humanity until we reach the forefront of the humanitarian
work in the region and our efforts cover all areas.

BCF Goals
General Aims:
The general aims of the BCF are to provide various types of assistance to the people in need whenever people are in crisis, also BCF works toward social cohesion, reconciliation among community and
coexistence of multi-cultural, ethno- religious society, BCF works towards better education for the new generation in the region, and will work to eradicate poverty and hunger.
Specific Aims:
Barzani Charity Foundation has employed a number of goals and strives to achieve them
through its numerous types of activities.

1
2
3
4
5
6

To Provide service in the areas of (social, cultural and humanitarian) in
order to improve living condition and welfare of communities who may need
assistance.
Empowering people by providing assistance with their special needs by
providing them with necessary mobility needs and suitable opportunities to
participate in social and cultural and employment opportunities.
Assisting the elderly, low-income families, victims of disasters and war,
families of martyrs and victims of Anfal genocide as well as veterans in order
to improve their welfare.

7
8
9

Making efforts to provide better health and medical care for people-in-need,
refugees, internally displaced people, families of the Martyrs and victim of
Anfal.
Taking care of the environment by raising awareness of the individuals to
maintain a safe environment and providing basic services for protecting the
environment in poor areas.
Preserving the heritage of the legendary Kurdish leader Mustafa Barzani
through the establishment of a national Museum where his heritage, history
and his charitable and humanitarian efforts are documented and venerated.
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Assisting low-income students and youth through providing means to
enable them to complete their education successfully and become productive
members of the KRI society.
Coordinating and collaborating with other charitable and humanitarian
institutions and organizations (local and international) for a better delivery of
humanitarian assistance and post crisis development.
Working on social investment and capacity-building projects to create equal
opportunities for all, especially the impoverished individuals and groups.
The ultimate aim is to help people to stand on their feet and to become selfdependent.
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BCF Activity Places
497,514

3,621,870

Duhok

21,721

256,054

Al-Sulaimanyah

20,390

119,792

Kirkuk

15,056

90,260

Halabja

9,049

49,302

Garmian

13,394

76,415

Raparin

1,500

10,523

Nineveh

1,222,318

6,688,073

2,116

15,913

Erbil

Diala

7,036
Activities

10,928,202
Geographical scope of BCF
operation and precentage of
activities per governorates and
adminstration units
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The Head of the BCF Founding Board, Mr. Masrour Barzani:

BCF has helped the humanity wherever needs
The following statement is the translation of H.E Sadly, our Ezidis brothers and sisters became the major victims of
Masrour Barzani speech of the first BCF Annual the brutal attack of ISIS on Iraq and the Kurdistan Region. Barzani
Charity Foundation spared no efforts to help Ezidis and while Shangal
Conference in Feb 2018.

8
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Dear Attendees,
It is with great pleasure I welcome you to the annual conference of
Barzani Charity Foundation.
Barzani Charity Foundation carries a philosophy stemmed from a word
of the legendary Kurdish leader Mustafa Barzani which says “It is an
honor for a man to serve his own nation.” his entire life was to serve his
people, country and humanity.
To commemorate his philosophy and to continue to walk on the path of
this great person, we established a foundation worthy of his efforts and
service to his people to be of great support to the people of the Kurdistan
Region. Under the instruction of president Barzani, in 2005 Barzani
Charity Foundation was established, hoping that the establishment of
BCF would serve as a platform to serving underprivileged people in
the region.
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The BCF has embraced all people who fled their areas due to death
and terrorism threats and those who left their homes as a result of
lack of justice, freedom and public services in their cities, towns and
villages and sought shelter in the Kurdistan Region in hopes of enjoying
freedom. They escaped from persecution and considered Kurdistan as
a safe haven.
The BCF receives all displaced people, refugees and affected people
with open arms and assists all those in need regardless of their ethnicity,
religion or political views.
Since the foundation of the foundation, BCF have respond to every
humanitarian situation with humanitarian law code of conduct and
felt its duty for respond to the crisis in the region with great national
responsibility. The following is some of the services which BCF have
provided since its birth.

Mount was besieged the foundation managed to reach the mountain
and deliver life-saving assistance to those who were stranded there. BCF
continued to support them whether in Shangal or in the camps even
after the liberation of their area.
According to the statistics, BCF, in cooperation with WFP, delivered
9,900 ready meals to the fleeing people mainly from Shangal in a short
period of time in 2014.
Barzani Charity Foundation has also provided great assistance to all the
displaced people from Mousel and other provinces of Iraq who found
safety and security in Kurdistan region of Iraq.
Barzani Charity Foundation also assisted the Christian brothers and
sisters who had to flee their homes due to the threats from terrorist
groups and took refuge in the Kurdistan Region, which BCF’ aid to
the Christians led the Vatican to officially express its gratitude to the
foundation.
We do not take this as a favor, but it is a duty. I believe it is the
responsibility of every individual not to fall short of serving their fellow
citizens when they have the capacity to serve.
Barzani Charity Foundation also reached out to the huge number
of people who were displaced by the October 16 turmoil and settled
in other areas of the Kurdistan Region. This was coincident with the
earthquake which took place in Germyan, Halabja districts in Kurdistan
region of Iraq and Kermanshah and Sarpol-e Zahab in Iran, leaving a
great number of casualties. BCF did whatever it could to deliver aid
to the affected people within the Kurdistan Region borders, and also
offered to deliver assistance to the affected civilians across the border
[in the mentioned Kurdish areas in Iran], but unfortunately, it was not
allowed to deliver its humanitarian aid to other side of the border.
Despite the mass displacement war and tragedy, Barzani Charity
Foundation managed to accommodate the need of Orphans and
therefore BCF has established a special program and named as ‘Orphan

Care’ to support the orphans in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq, which by 2017
the number of orphans have and will receive assistance reached to 19,147. The
project aim is to provide support to these orphans so orphans do not feel they
are alone in their journey of life. I would like to take this opportunity to thanks
UAE, Kuwait and KSA which have greatly contributed to the success of this
project by funding it through their consulates and charity organizations.
Barzani Charity Foundation has also shouldered the responsibility to assist the
children of our glorious martyrs whenever they are in need of aid.
As a result of the failed political, administrative and security systems of the Iraqi
federal government a large number of Iraqis sought shelter in the Kurdistan
Region which hosts many camps. We expected the Iraqi government to claim
ownership over these camps and provide better assistance to them, but when
it failed to do so, a further burden was put on Barzani Charity Foundation
and the Kurdistan Regional Government as well. Apart from administering
14 camps of IDPs and refugees, Barzani Charity foundation has been at the
forefront in delivering humanitarian aid to the displaced Iraqis in those camps.
Furthermore, Barzani Charity Foundation has opened 16 vocational centers to
help people learn new skills. 45,000 impoverished students are provided with
school supplies every year by Barzani Charity Foundation.
The scope of Barzani Charity Foundation’s work is not limited to the Kurdistan

Region of Iraq; it has also tried to become an international humanitarian actor.
The foundation has tried to contribute to helping humanity wherever there’s a
need for it to show the generosity of the people of Kurdistan who do not only
expect to be supported but also to support the people in need everywhere in
the world.
In the past BCF has also delivered assistance to the earthquake-affected
population of Van Province in Turkey. The foundation provided 400 caravans
to the people of Van province. Also humanitarian assistance delivered to
the Syrian refugee in province of Urfa in Turkey and Kobani, Qamishlo and
Jazeera in northern Syria and other areas in southern Iraq.
We call on all the concerned authorities to help the BCF deliver necessary
assistance to civilians in Afrin who are currently in dire need, the aid operation
of Barzani charity foundation has also reached the refugees in Serbia through
a number of projects.
I commend the BCF for been able to obtain a Consultative Status membership
at the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) in 2016, I
hope this membership will provide further platform for BCF to provide further
needs to the effected population.
I also thank the executive staff and all members of the foundation who have

been providing outstanding support to our brothers and sisters. I also thank all
the donors who assisted the people in need through the BCF.
We’ve had a significant number of donors who continuously contribute
to helping people. I extend my gratitude to the UN and all international
organizations which have supported the BCF, particularly the UAE, Kuwait
and the KSA for their continued support to the BCF. We also appreciate all the
volunteers who helped the foundation with the distribution of the assistance
in the camps, particularly the volunteers from AUK Foundation. I once again
thank you all.
I also call on the Kurdistan Regional Government and the relevant sides to
encourage donation by introducing a legislation which would consider the
amount donated by the companies as part of their required taxes.
I hope the foundation will no longer be obliged to deliver assistance to the
affected people, meaning there would be no more conflict and poverty-stricken
people. The foundation’s future programs would then support people to
develop their skills and become productive members of their society instead of
providing them with humanitarian assistance.
We express our deep sense of gratitude to President Barzani who has always
supported us and we will continue on this path under his guidelines and
recommendations.
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StatisticsofIDPsandRefugeesin
KurdistanRegionofIraq

ﻛۆی ﮔﺷﺗﯽ ژﻣﺎﺭﻩی ﺧێﺯﺍﻧﯽ ﺋﺎﻭﺍﺭﻩ ﻭ ﭘﻪﻧﺎﺑﻪﺭ
TotalNo.ofIDPs&refugees

ژﻣﺎﺭﻩی ﺧێﺯﺍﻧﯽ ﭘﻪﻧﺎﺑﻪﺭ ﻟﻪ ﻧﺎﻭ ﻛﻪﻣپ ﻭ ﻟﻪ ﺩﻩﺭﻩﻭﻩی
ﻛﻪﻣپ

68,973
18,450

No.ofIDPs&
Refugeesinsideand
outsidecamps
245,006

50,523
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ﭘﻪ ﻧﺎﺑﻪﺭ ﻟﻪ ﺩﻩﺭﻩﻭﻩی ﻛﻪﻣپ

Refugeesoutside
camps

Refugee) ) ﭘﻪ ﻧﺎﺑﻪﺭ

ﭘﻪ ﻧﺎﺑﻪ ﺭ ﻟﻪ ﻧﺎﻭﻩﻭﻩی ﻛﻪﻣپ

IDP) ) ﺋﺎﻭﺍﺭﻩ

RefugeesIDPs

Refugeesinside
camps
45,240

No.ofIDP
familiesinside
andoutside
camps
199,766
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ﺋﺎﻭﺍﺭﻩ ﻟﻪ ﺩﻩﺭﻩﻭﻩی ﻛﻪﻣپ
IDPsoutsidecamps

ﺋﺎﻭﺍﺭﻩ ﻟﻪ ﻧﺎﻭﻩﻭﻩی ﻛﻪﻣپ
IDPsinsidecamps

BCF Charity sectors and
total number of beneficiary
families and individuals in
each sector in 2017
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,84

2
,13

2

812,990

8

,21

4,820

3

6
41

63

,36

35,348

-

4,040

TotalofActiviries
1,705

7,036

,403

4,803

-

No.ofIndividualBeneficiaries

01
802,6

10,928,202
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No.ofFamilyBeneficiaries
8

0,46

1,18

147

19,

1,803,058

,536
350

16,
190

10

9,2

96

3
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Total No. IDPs
245,006

Total No. IDPs in Duhok
79,074

Total No. IDPs in Kirkuk

416,919

17,471

74,221

1,211,635

Total No. IDPs in Sulaymaniah
26,871

121,534

Total No. IDPs in Erbil
121,590

598,961

Inside camp

Outside camp

Inside camp

Outside camp

Inside camp

Outside camp

Inside camp

Outside camp

32,015

47,059

2,065

15,406

3,588

23,283

7,572

114,018

173,052

243,867

9,246

64,975

15,038

106,496

38,871

560,090
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Total No. Refugees
68,973

Total No. Refugees in Duhok
16,159

Inside camp

68,967

Outside camp

Total No. Refugees in Kirkuk
-

Inside camp

-

Outside camp

219,762

Total No. Refugees in Sulaymaniah
10,932

31,009

Total No. Refugees in Erbil
41,882

119,786

Inside camp

Outside camp

Inside camp

Outside camp

9,369

6.790

-

-

2,163

8,769

6,918

34,964

42,046

26,921

-

-

8,535

22,474

30,118

89,668
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Geographical Scope of BCF’s Operation
Barzani Charity Foundation covers Erbil, Duhok, Sulaymaniyah, Sinjar, Kirkuk and Garmyan
where it has offices in order to deliver the assistance to the internally displaced people, refugees
and needy people among the host communities more urgently and easily. Various charity
activities are carried out by those offices on a daily basis. Apart from these offices, the BCF has
also conducted activities in Diyala, Salahuddin, Anbar and Nineveh governorates in central Iraq
as well as in Syria, Turkey and Serbia.

14
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BCF humanitarian aid to refugees in Serbia
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Syrian refugees on Turkey-Syria border

BCF humanitarian aid to people of Kobani, Syria

Erbil Office
Erbil Office is located in Erbil, the capital of the Kurdistan Region of Iraq. It delivers assistance to lowincome people, internally displaced persons (IDPs) and refugees settled in the governorate. According
to the latest data from BCF and JCC, there are (10) IDP camps and (4) refugee camps in Erbil.
According to the statistics of the foundation, (7,572) families are living in the IDP camps and there are
(6,918) families in the refugee camps. There are also (114,018) displaced families and (34,964) refugee
families living outside the camps in Erbil. The BCF has opened (8) cultural, social and vocational
centers in the camps in Erbil where continuous courses and vocational training are offered to the IDPs,
refugees and the host communities.

OutsidetheCamps

InsidetheCamps

Refugees

IDPs

Refugees

IDPs

34,964

114,018

6,918

7،572
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Duhok Office
This office, located in Duhok Province, delivers assistance to low-income people from
the local community, internally displaced persons (IDPs) and refugees settled in the
province. According to the latest data from BCF, there are (20) IDP camps and (4)
refugee camps in Duhok. According to the statistics of the foundation, (32,015) families
are living in the IDP camps and there are (9,369) families in the refugee camps. According
to the DJCC, there are (47,059) displaced families and (6,790) refugee families living
outside the camps in Duhok. The BCF has established (12) cultural, social and vocational
centers in the camps in Duhok where it runs continuous courses and vocational training
for IDPs, refugees and the host community.

OutsidetheCamps

InsidetheCamps

Refugees

IDPs

Refugees

IDPs

6,790

47,059

9,369

32,015
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Duhok
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Sulaymaniyah Office
The Sulaymaniyah Office is located in Sulaymaniyah and Halabja governorates. Its
mission is to deliver assistance to low-income people from the host community,
internally displaced persons (IDPs) and refugees settled in the area. According
to the latest data from BCF, there are (3) IDP camps and (4) refugee camps in
Sulaymaniyah. According to the statistics of the foundation, (3,588) families are
living in the IDP camps and there are (2,163) families in the refugee camps. There
are also (23,283) displaced families and (8,769) refugee families living outside the
camps in Sulaymaniyah. The BCF has established (1) cultural, social and vocational
center in Sulaymaniyah where it runs continuous courses and vocational training
for learners.

OutsidetheCamps
Refugees

IDPs

8,769

23,283

InsidetheCamps
Refugees

2,163

IDPs

3,588
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Sulaymaniyah
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Kirkuk - Garmiyan Office
This office, located in Kirkuk Governorate, delivers assistance to low-income
people from the local community and internally displaced persons (IDPs) settled
in the province. According to the latest data from the BCF, there are (9) IDP
camps which host (2,065) families in Kirkuk and (15,406) displaced families are
living outside the camps across the governorate. The foundation also maintains
an office in Garmiyan district for delivering aid to IDPs, needy people from the
host community and the orphans in the area.

OutsidetheCamps

InsidetheCamps

IDPs

IDPs

15,406

2,065

Note: No refugees settled in Kirkuk
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Kirkuk
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Nineveh Office
After the heartbreaking disasters in Sinjar region and its surrounding areas in 2014, hundreds of
thousands of people were displaced and many of the displaced families decided to stay on Mount
Sinjar. The BCF established an office in the mountain to reach out to help those IDPs.
Sinjar Office, located in Sinjar town in Nineveh Province, delivers assistance to low-income
people from the host community, internally displaced persons (IDPs) and refugees settled in
the area. According to the latest data from BCF, there is (1) IDP camp in the area which shelters
(2,010) IDPs. The BCF has established a cultural, social and vocational center in the camp in
Sinjar where it offers continuous courses and vocational training to the IDPs.

InsidetheCamps
IDPs

2,010

Nineveh
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Sectors per colors

BCF Working Sectors
Health

Barzani Charity Foundation works in (11) different
sectors, each of which operates according to its own
plans and procedures. A summary of each sector’s
function and framework is provided below.

OrphanCare


Protection


Non-Food


SpecialProjects
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Education

)CCCM(

Disabled Care

Livelihood

WASH

Food
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1- Food
The food sector has been one of the main working sectors of the BCF. This
sector provides dry food, ready meals, milk and drinking water. In 2017, the
BCF benefited (4,803,403) people from IDPs, refugees and the host communities
through the activities carried out in this sector.
(7.30%) of host community, (89.76%) of displaced people and (2.94%) of refugees
benefited from the total charity activities in this sector.
Food provision has been one of the most crucial working sectors of the BCF
since it is of enormous importance for all categories — IDPs, refugees and local
residents. Food is an essential element of life which help the human race continue.
The BCF, therefore, has placed greater attention on this sector compared to other
sectors and has prioritized it.

Total No. of Beneficiaries in Food sector
802,601

4,803,403

Refugee
IDP
89.76%

2.94%

H.C

7.30%

This sector provided different types of food, including ready meal, fast-food, dry
food, milk, water and meat. The number of beneficiaries from this sector reached
(4,803, 403) individuals which amounts to (802,601) families in 2017, including
4,311,630 IDPs (718,888 families), 350,505 people (52,675 families) from KRI
host community and 141,268 refugees (31,038 families).
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In 2017, the BCF provided ready meals to 781,649 IDPs who fled their homes in
Nineveh Governorate and were settled in camps administered by the foundation.
The ready meals played a significant role in helping the IDPs as well as refugees
and the local residents. 29,487 people benefited from this type of food assistance
in the holy month of Ramadan alone.
The role of the donors from organizations, benefactors and others that made
great contributions to the food sector of the BCF cannot be taken for granted,
especially the LDS Charities which signed a project with the BCF for preparing
(2,000,000) ready meals for IDPs during Mosul operation. The FRRME, Emirate
Red Crescent, Kuwaiti Red Crescent, Yusra Company, Kuwaiti Consulate in Erbil
and other personalities and companies also contributed to the project.
After the IDPs arrived at the camps, leaving their homes and all their properties
behind, they were unable to prepare food due to lack food supplies and
psychological adversities resulted from being displaced. The BCF, therefore,
made utmost efforts in 2017 to provide as many IDPs as possible with different
types of prepared canned food to alleviate their severe hardships.
The BCF continued to provide them with dry food after they were settled and

given the basic needs and equipment in the camps. The BCF has been able to offer outstanding assistance to IDPs, refugees and the host community in
cooperation with its partners, including WFP, Iraqi Ministry of Migration and Displacement, Kuwaiti State, UAE, the Swiss Catholic Church, individual
philanthropists and a number of local companies. The total number of beneficiaries from dry food was (628,596) families or (3,196,534) individuals from
IDPs, refugees and host communities.
Furthermore, the BCF distributed meat to (12,633) families, mainly IDPs, on Eid al-Adha occasion. It also delivered drinking water, formula milk and fizzy
drinks to (64,509) families in 2017.
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2 - Coordination
The Coordination sector establishes relations with humanitarian organizations and collects data about the camp inhabitants and
their numbers. The BCF’s activities in this sector benefited (2,132,846) people in 2017.
Barzani Charity Foundation provided management in (15) camps of IDPs and refugees since 2017. This sector coordinates with
other humanitarian actors and facilitates their humanitarian operations in all sectors.
This sector benefited a total number of (416,218) families which amounts to (2,132,846) individuals in 2017.
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3 - Non-Food Items (NFI)
This sector covers household items, clothes, fuel, tents, cash assistance, etc. In this sector in 2017, (1,810,468) people from
the IDPs, refugees and host community benefited.
The beneficiaries from overall activities in this sector were (2.84%) host community, (91.42%) IDPs and (5.74%) refugees.
The BCF has been working in this sector since its foundation to provide non-food assistance provided to IDPs, refugees
and local residents. The foundation provided everyday life needs and equipment to (1,655,144) IDPs which amounts
to 320,096 families, (103,936) Syrian refugees (24,750 families) and (51,388) people or 5,690 families from the host
community.
The BCF also delivered tents to (5,796) people in Darbandikhan who were affected by a major earthquake in November
2017. The foundation also distributed all necessary household items to 827,519 people of the town.
In this sector, the foundation also delivered clothes, shoes and children’s toys to (369,151) IDPs, refugees and the lowincome people from the host community.
The BCF could provide kerosene to (524,150) people, predominantly the IDPs in camps and the people affected by the

post-October 16 events in 2017. To warm up their tents and homes, those IDPs are in dire need of the kerosene.
The NFI sector also covers cash assistance to all the three categories to help alleviate their financial problems during the
current economic crisis in the country. The number of the beneficiaries from the cash assistance in 2017 reached (49,039)
people. As part of this assistance, (1,740) families of Peshmerga martyrs of the war against ISIS were given financial
support which was funded by Sirwan Barzani, Chairman of the board of Directors of Korek Telecom in 2017.
The NFI sector is complementary to the food sector, they together provide a relatively suitable welfare for the IDPs,
refugees and the host communities.

Total No. Beneficiaries in NFI sector
350,536

1,810,468

Refugee

5.74%

IDP

91.42%
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4 - WASH
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This sector is mostly related to IDP and refugees in camps which includes
providing (WASH-related packages, cleaning tools, cleaning campaigns,
raising cleaning awareness, etc.).
In this sector in 2017, the BCF provided assistance to (1,139,210) people
from the IDPs, refugees and host communities.
The beneficiaries throughout the activities of this sector were (4.90%) host
community, (89.13%) IDPs and (5.97%) refugees.
This sector begins its duty after the IDPs and refugees are settled in the camps
and given the essential food and non-food needs. This sector helps deliver
water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) supplies to the IDPs, refugees and
host communities to protect them from potential diseases and provide a
healthy life for them. In 2017, this sector benefited (1,015,445) IDPs, (67,956)
refugees and (55,809) people from the host community.
This sector is also tasked with raising cleaning awareness of the people and
distributing hygiene kits. The total number of beneficiaries from hygiene kits
in 2017 was (1,029,793). The aid was distributed in cooperation with Iraqi
Ministry of Migration and Displacement, Swiss Catholic Church, EJCC,
UNHCR, UNICEF, Kuwaiti State and a number of local benefactors.
The WASH sector also organizes cleaning campaigns for public places like

camps, schools, government offices, aiming at enhancing the awareness of
those involved in the campaigns. Apart from this, the BCF rewards them
with financial assistance. The total number of the individuals participated in
the campaigns and received financial awards in 2017 reached (89,811) people
from IDPs, refugees and the host community.
Another facet of this sector is to provide a healthy environment to the society
and protect them from transmissible diseases by organizing awareness
campaigns in different cities and camps across KRI, in partnership with GIZ.
Water storage and preserving drinking water is essential to a disease-free
life, therefore, the BCF conducted awareness courses through which 19,292
people (6,091 families) benefited in 2017.
One of the most important projects conducted by the BCF in 2017 was the
project of providing drinking water to IDPs in Mount Sinjar by digging wells
and storing water in big tanks to be distributed to Sinjar IDPs. The project
provided drinking water to (2,500) families who benefit from it on a daily
basis. The activities conducted in this sector were in partnership with other
organizations and sponsored directly by the BCF.
Moreover, the BCF staff have always been the role models for the camp
inhabitants in cleaning campaigns. During her visit to the Hasansham IDP
camp, Lise Grande, the UN humanitarian coordinator in Iraq, said the camp
is of highest standards in Iraq due to its successful management by the BCF.
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5 - Health
The Health sector is tasked with building health centers, employment of physicians, providing medical
supplies and equipment, offering health care awareness courses, vaccination, etc.
In this sector in 2017, the BCF provided aid to (812,990) people from the IDP, refugee and host
communities.
The beneficiaries throughout the activities of this sector were (95.82%) host community, (3.97%) IDPs
and (0.21%) refugees.
The health sector of the BCF is a great support to the Kurdistan Regional Government’s health
institutions, especially during the current financial crises the KRG is undergoing. The BCF, therefore,
has taken responsibility for filling the gaps of the government’s health sector. It assisted (779,000) people
in 2017 by providing them with medical equipment, drugs, other medical supplies and health-related
courses.
The BCF, in coordination with Kuwaiti Red Crescent, established two primary health centers (PHC)
in Hasnasham and Khazir camps where the patients among the IDPs receive necessary treatment and
health services provided to IDPs on a daily basis. The two PHCs were established by Kuwaiti State
through its diplomatic mission in KRI and handed over their management to the BCF.
This sector has also delivered significant assistance to the IDPs and refugees after their arrival in the
camps. Various kinds of medical support were given to the IDPs and refugees in 2017. They were
provided with necessary medical treatment and supplies through a systematic procedure. A total number
of (32, 320) IDPs and (1,670) refugees were assisted by this sector in 2017.
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6 - Protection
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This sector offers courses in areas of awareness, law, safety, emergency and psychology.
In this sector in 2017, the BCF assisted (92,761) people from IDPs, refugees and host communities.
The beneficiaries throughout the activities in this sector were (6.33%) host community, (19.66%) IDPs
and (74.01%) refugees.
The Protection sector is complementary to other sectors of the BCF which is tasked with raising
awareness of individuals to be protected from unwanted incidents and potential harms. It also places
emphasis on mental awareness and providing instructions in different areas, therefore, the sector is
named protection.
This sector carries out activities on a daily basis particularly in the area of the social awareness and the
number of beneficiaries from this sector for 2017 was (9,552) persons who received special instructions
on social behaviors and code of conduct. Also, (121) people were provided with guiding principles and
instructions for prevention of and response to any form of gender-based violence (GBV). Moreover,
(183) people were provided with instructions on mine awareness in 2017.
This sector also provides first aid training in regards to drowning, burning and other incidents and the
self-protection techniques. (375) people benefited from first aid training in 2017. (4,119) others also
benefited from self-protection courses, receiving instructions on how to maintain and protect their
physical bodies.
A total number of (68,205) refugees, (18,725) IDPs and (5,831) people from the host community
benefited from this sector in 2017.
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7 - Education
The Education sector provides school supplies to students and schools, employing teachers for schools as well
as offering educational courses, language courses, etc.
In this sector, (63,363) people from the IDPs, refugees and the host communities benefited in 2017.
The beneficiaries throughout the activities in this sector were (71.54%) host community, (17.22%) IDPs and
(11.24%) refugees.
The BCF places great emphasis on the education sector to help the future generation in many areas. This
sector has benefited a total of (45,333) persons from the KRI host community, (10,908) IDPs and (7,122)
refugees.
To reinforce students’ learning, the BCF offers continuous educational courses in the centers it has established
across the KRI and in the camps of refugees and IDPs. There are (16) centers where various types of courses
are offered. In 2017, (4,464) students benefited from school subjects reinforcement courses, (1,930) people
benefited from other educational courses and (145) others were offered eradication of illiteracy courses.
The BCF covers the expenses of the courses and pays the teachers. In 2017, the foundation paid 53 teachers
to help them continue to provide education to a large number of students in different areas.
The BCF was able to provide school bags and other school supplies to (54,891) children, aiming to encourage
them and help them with their education.

Total No. Beneficiaries in this sector
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8 - Special Projects
This sector conducts joint projects with charitable organizations and people. It includes construction and
renovation of buildings, health centers, schools, electrical cables installation, providing drinking water, etc.
In this sector in 2017, (35,348) people from the IDPs, refugees and host communities benefited.
The beneficiaries throughout the activities in this sector were (0.33%) host community, (97.67%) IDPs and (2%)
refugees.
The Special Project sector conducts various projects such as providing construction materials, building health
centers, establishing cultural centers, and launching other projects. These projects, funded by the individual
philanthropists, provide great support to the host community, IDPs and refugees.
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9 - Orphan Care
This sector registers orphans and provides them with
financial assistance. In this sector, (19,147) orphans from
the host community benefited in 2017.
The BCF has established the orphan care sector since its
foundation to serve the orphans who have no one to take
care of them, especially the children of the Peshmerga
martyrs who have sacrificed their lives to protect their
homeland. This sector has considerably supported the
orphans across KRI and provides a monthly allowance to
(19,147) orphans.
The orphan care sector runs several projects which are
funded by different donors. The projects include 1)
Kurdistan Benefactors Project, 2) Emirate Red Crescent
Project, and 3) Kuwait and Saudi Arabia Project.
In Kurdistan project, funded by local companies and
individual philanthropists, (8,148) orphans received
monthly allowances in 2017. The Kurdistan Project for
orphans was announced in a conference attended by H.E.

Masrour Barzani, Head of the BCF Board of Founders,
and a large number of local businessmen on December
11, 2012.
Emirate Red Crescent Project, funded by the UAE, provided
a monthly allowance to (5,999) orphans. The Kuwaiti state
provided monthly allowances to (4,000) orphans and
(1,000) others received their monthly allowances from
King Salman Humanitarian Aid and Relief Centre in 2017.
However, the BCF covers the entire administrative
expenses of the projects in this sector.
Apart from financial support, the BCF delivers various
other kinds of assistance to the orphans, including the
provision of school supplies, offering entertaining events
and trips to help them succeed in their school life and
become useful members for the society.
However, the majority of the assistance distributed by this
sector is provided by the local companies and individual
philanthropists.
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10 - Livelihood
This sector offers livelihood and vocational courses, including tailoring,
computer, beautification as well as cash for work project and others. In
this sector in 2017, (16,961) people from the IDPs, refugees and host
communities benefited.
The beneficiaries from overall activities in this sector were (5.16%) host
community, (50.12%) IDPs and (44.72%) refugees.
The livelihood sector opens up opportunities for people and provides
welfare for them in order to help them live a better life. The BCF has
taken the financial crisis of the region into consideration and took the
opportunity of its relations with other humanitarian actors and benefactors

Total No. Beneficiaries in this sector
190

32
97

16,961

to achieve the aim of this sector. The foundation has also emphasized on
rejoicing children. The foundation has organized joyous trips for children,
including horse riding, swimming, city tours and other recreational
activities and art courses. (1,194) children benefited from these activities
in 2017.
In this sector, the foundation also offered women training courses in
different areas including sewing, knitting, weaving, painting, beautician
courses and others. These courses benefited (2,639) women. Also, (5,920)
men benefited from different training courses such as barbering, sports,
painting and so on.
This sector was also able to provide employment to (2,636) people within
the project of Cash for Work in 2017.
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11 - Disabled Care
The Disabled Care Sector provides various mobility
aids to the people with special needs and offers
training courses on how to utilize the equipment.
In this sector in 2017, (1,705) people with special
needs among the IDPs, refugees and host community
benefited. The beneficiaries throughout the activities
of this sector were (74.55%) KRI host community,
(22.23%) IDPs and (3.22%) refugees.
Barzani Charity Foundation is continuously working
to reach out to all segments of the society, it has thus
placed incredible emphasis on meeting the needs of
the disabled persons among the refugees, IDPs and
the host community as well.
The total number of the beneficiaries in this sector in
2017 was (1,271) persons from the host community,

(379) IDPs and (55) refugees.
Among the items distributed in this sector are
wheelchairs, crutches, walking aids, walking sticks,
chairs, wheelchair cushions, walkers and others.
The assistance delivered in this sector was provided
by the LDS Charities. The BCF and the LDS launched
a joint project on February 18, 2015 to deliver aids to
the people with special needs.
Due to the conflicts and the landmines in the region,
a large number of people became disabled, who need
care and equipment to lead a normal life within their
communities. The BCF, therefore, has made ultimate
efforts to meet their needs by providing them with
mobility aids and training courses.

Total No. Beneficiaries in this sector
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Cultural Centers
Apart from the previous
sectors, Barzani Charity
Foundation
runs
(16) cultural, art and
vocational centers across
the KRI cities, including
camps, which offer
continuous educational
courses and vocational
training to IDPs, refugees
and local residents. In
2017, a total number of
activities conducted in
those centers reached
(1,207) which benefited
(109,567) persons.
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Centers
Othman Sabri Center
Shiladze Vocational Training Center
Tanahi Vocational Training Center
Mount Sinjar Center
Ble Vocational Training Center
Halabja Center
Nawroz Center
Mohamed Mahdi Jawahiri Center
Tirezh Center
Nuraddin Zaza Center
Rawshan Badirkhan Center
Jaladat Badirkhan Center
Jgar Khwen Center
Qadri Jan Center
PekeweZhiyan
Mohamed Shekho Center
Total

Location
Qushtapa Camp, Erbil
Shiladze, Amedi, Duhok
Tanahi, Duhok
Sardasht Camp, Sinjar
Ble District, Erbil
Debaga, Erbil
Domiz 2 Camp, Duhok
Bahrka Camp, Erbil
Basirma Camp, Erbil
Kawrgosk Camp, Erbil
Gawilan Camp, Akre, Duhok
Akre Camp, Duhok
Arbat, Barika Camp, Sulaymaniyah
Darashakran Camp, Erbil
Hasansham U3 Camp, Nineveh
Domiz 1 Camp, Duhok

Number of Beneficiaries
14,098
1,903
692
6,403
34
6,812
1,531
1,445
15,312
18,100
6,308
1,901
9,352
23,425
472
1,779
109,567

Number of Activities
107
70
25
51
5
54
38
55
144
345
55
49
36
108
11
52
1,217
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